
 

08  Crosswalk lines should not be used indiscriminately.  An engineering study should be performed before a 

STOP or YIELD sign.  The engineering study should consider the number of lanes, the presence of a median, 

(ADT), the posted or statutory speed limit 
or 85th-percentile speed, the geometry of the 
location, the possible consolidation of multiple 
crossing points, the availability of street lighting, 
and other appropriate factors.

09  New marked crosswalks alone, without other 

shorten crossing distances, enhance driver 
awareness of the crossing, and/or provide active 
warning of pedestrian presence, should not be 
installed across uncontrolled roadways where 
the speed limit exceeds 40 mph and either:
 A.  The roadway has four or more lanes 

of travel without a raised median or 
pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 
12,000 vehicles per day or greater; or

 B.   The roadway has four or more lanes 
of travel with a raised median or 
pedestrian refuge island and an ADT of 
15,000 vehicles per day or greater.

Option A :
Box only with
8- to 12-inch
solid white lines

Option B :
Box with “DO NO T BLOCK, ” “KEEP

CLEAR, ” or similar te xt only message

Option D:
“DO NO T BLOCK, ” “KEEP CLEAR, ”

or similar te xt only message (no bo x)

Direction of congested tra�c

Legend

Direction of tr avel

R10-7
(the R10-7 sign ma y also be
mounted over the roadw ay)

Adjacent signaliz ed intersection

Note:  Align the edges of the bo x to 
de�ne the speci�c area that is not 
to be blocked.  The bo x does not 
have to be rectangular in shape .

Optional dotted e xtensionsOptional dotted e xtension

Option C :
Box with 4- to 6-inch solid

white crosshatch lines

OR

Spacing of lines 
selected to avoid
wheel path

Figure 3B-19.   Examples of Crosswalk Markings

 

Figure 3B-18. Do Not Block Intersection Markings


